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the pia asserts that the government may search electronic devices at the border without a warrant because they
may contain evidence of a crime or contraband, and without evidence of wrongdoing, the information on travelers
electronic devices cannot be considered private. footnote70_kap33f6 70 ice/cbp electronic device searches 2009

pia, 3. the pia also asserts that travelers electronic devices are subject to search because they can be used to
store and transmit information about a traveler, and a traveler can then use the information to commit a crime.

footnote71_7t5umzc 71 ice claims that travelers electronic devices are subject to search because the information
they contain is per se incriminating. footnote72_kltjqj4 72 ice/cbp electronic device searches 2009 pia, 3. ice may

use a variety of electronic tools, such as ai and machine learning systems, to perform data mining.
footnote88_e25j9an 8 ice can use ai to create a pattern from an individual’s online behavior to identify that

individual. ice uses a variety of tools to search for people using social media. ice 2017 directorate of
intelligence/national security analysis and operations strategy (dio/nsao), “social media analytics,” february 16,

2017 (hereinafter dio/nsao 2017 social media analytics), 3, 6. these tools can be used to identify and locate
people on social media platforms and link that information to other available information. as a result, ice can

identify a person or group of people who may pose a risk. footnote89_e25j9an 89 ice social media data mining is
not limited to identifying individuals who may pose a risk. for example, in 2017, ice used this tool to determine the
identity of the creator of a publication. footnote90_j35x4v4 90 ibid., 5. this tool can also be used to search for and

find targets of interest. ibid.
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